Current digital information systems in radiology are insufficient to accommodate the retrieval needs of academicians. Significant efforts are required in retrieving clinical cases for teaching and research. We describe a prototype system that supports intelligent case retrieval based on a combined specification of patient demographics, radiologic findings, and pathoIogic diagnoses. The documents for these cases can be distributed among multiple heterogeneous data bases. The system features automatic indexing of radiology and pathology reports, a comprehensive lexicon for thoracic radiology, an interface to a hospital information system, radiology information system, and picture archiving and communication systems, and a graphical user interface for query formulation and results visualization. The prototype system was developed within the domain of thoracic radiology involving patients with lung cancer. Copyright 9 1996 by W.B. Saunders Company KEY WORDS: information retrieval systems, query interfaces, free-text analysis.
ADIOLOGY information systems (RIS),
picture archiving and communication systems (PACS), and hospital information systems (HIS) are iIl-structured to accommodate the retrieval needs of clinicians and researchers. Significant efforts are required for amassing interesting cases for teaching files and lectures, and for data collection of retrospective research studies (eg, receiver-operating characteristic studies). The large repository of images and descriptive text stored in PACS, RIS, and HIS installations are not effectively used because of the limited means by which cases can be retrieved (usually via patient hospital identification number)) ,2
A new generation of intelligent data base systems must emerge to effectively disseminate, integrate, retrieve, correlate, and visualize multimedia medical information. 3,4 Many PACS installations have several terabytes of image data on-line, yet utilization of data for research and teaching is almost nonexistent. An analo~ from the library sciences can be drawn when books and magazine articles could be located only via ah ISBN number or exact title or author name. The efficiency of locating books or journal articles today is greatly improved with the additional ability to search by key words, subject, and date. The ability to find relevant articles from among the several thousands of volumes of books, journal articles, and magazine articles is much improved over what was possible 10 years ago by the availability of front-end search engines such as Melvyl and Medlars. Similar search engines for medical image and textural data are needed.
The goal of this report is to describe a prototype system that supports intelligent information retrieval based on document (image or text) content. The system allows users to retrieve patient cases based on a combined specification of patient demographics, low-level radiologic findings, and their attributes (densities, size, shape, number, etc), intermediate radiologic findings (eg, atelectases, infiltrates, etc), and/or high-level pathology diagnoses (eg, welldifferentiated small cell carcinoma). The documents for these cases can be distributed among multiple heterogeneous data bases (ie, PACS, RIS, and HIS).
Concept-based retrieval is especially difficult when the task involves searching for image data or for documents that contain imprecise descriptors. To illustrate some of these difficulties, consider the following query: "Retrieve magnetic resonance images and all medical reports of Korean adolescent patients who demonstrate a malignant spherical mass in the vicinity of the sphenoid sinus that has doubled in size since initial diagnosis." Some of the problems that must be addressed include: (1) How do we express this natural language query to a computer system? Conventional data base query languages are limited in their semantics and expressibility, especially concerning fuzzy correlations (eg, in the vicinity of), spatial patterns (eg, shapes), and temporal concepts (eg, size doubled smce initial diagnosis). (2) What methods are used to match cases stored within our information repository (ie, HIS, RIS, and PACS) to the conditions specified in the user query? The system needs to be able to mimic the response of a trained expert in the medical field. That is, the system must be knowledgeable of all subclasses of a specified object (eg, a malignant tumor could be an adenocarcinoma, or any number of other cancerous growths) and reference variations (eg, synonyms, iexical variants, abbreviations, etc). (3) How does the system intelligently relax certain constraints when no exact query solutions exist? For example, for the system to find a solution, it may need to relax the shape of the mass from spherical to eiliptical, or relax the constraint of patient race from Korean to Oriental. (4) What is the user's role in performing queries? A flexible user interface is required to allow the user to express the query, refne the query, and navigate through the presented query solutions. The user requires tools to visualize the presented answers in a specific format (eg, pictorial, graphical, tabular, etc). Figure 1 shows the overall system architecture of our prototype system. We have previously reported on the Data Access Layer that allows document retrieval (PACS images and The prototype case retrieval system is composed of (1) a data access layer to HIS, RIS, and PACS data using patient hospital ID; (2) an indexing system for radiology and pathology reports; (3) an intelligent query processing engine, and (4) a graphical interface for the expression of high-level research queries.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
radiology, pathology, admission, discharge, medical, and laboratory reports) from HIS, RIS, and PACS. 5-7 The Data Access Layer has limited query processing capabilities and supports only read access to HIS, RIS, and PACS given a patient hospital identification number. To extend the query processing capabilities of the system, we developed three supporting and cooperative software subsystems: (1) a free-text indexing system for radiology and pathoiogy reports to summarize and structure the important ¡ in these documents, (2) an intelligent query processing engine that uses a lexical knowledge base, and (3) a user interface layer that supports the expression of high-level research type queries.
REPORT INDEXlNG
The fundamental deficiency in present radiology information retrieval systems is the iack of structured abstracts that summarize the important observations, impressions, and conclusions associated with a radiology procedure. Each procedure currently has a highly variable freetext report associated with it that contains descriptions of image features, anatomical structures, and pathological processes. Summarizing and structuring the semantic content within these reports is needed to create indexable abstracts that can be used to quickly locate cases by image content. An analysis of free-text radiology reports provides an indirect approach for summarizing the content of corresponding radiologic images. The correspondence between the report and the associated radiology images is made using the patient hospital identification number, date an d time of examination, and radiology procedure description.
Analysis of natural language reports is a difficult task. The main problem is the inherent complexity associated with the definition of a general and sufficiently complete model for representation and comprehension of human language. The problem can be considerably simplified by restricting the communicative information to a specified domain (eg, reports from thoracic radiology) confined to a focused set of topics (eg, chest lesions and lymph node invoivement).
We developed free-text analysis modules for both pathology and radiology reports. For our prototype system, we focused on a specific target population, lung cancer patients seen at the UCLA Boyer Clinic. These patient's all have periodic computed tomography (CT) examinations and some projectional imaging procedures. Most had biopsies for conformation of pathology. Pathology reports were restricted to procedures involving analysis of lung mass biopsy samples. Radiology reports were restricted to procedures from thoracic projectional and CT examinations. In total, 30 patients with confirmed lung cancers were identified. For these 30 patients, we retrieved 153 pathology reports and 178 thoracic radiology reports. Our goal was to automatically generate a comprehensive index summarizing the important findings transcribed in these reports. There was no departure in the style or vocabulary used from the traditional mechanism for radiology/pathology reporting. We briefly describe the algorithm below (see Figs 2 and 3). Further details can be found in similar free-text analysis systems described in the literature. ~-12
Repon Filtering
To locate radiology reports that match the target population and findings, filtering programs were constructed for radiology and pathology reports (Fig 2) . (We describe only the more difficult radiology reports in this article.) Reports from our RIS were sent to a preprocessing filter that consists of three stagcs. The first stage passes only reports that originate from procedures in which the system is qualified to analyze (ie, reports from thoracic CT and projectional "T ~~ReSDtricted @0 9
Findings Specific NLP Agents procedures). The header information of the report file, which contains the procedure description of the imaging modality, the anatomic body region, referring radiology section, and the imaging protocol, is used to perform this initial decision-making task. Nonqualified reports are not processed. Qualified reports are then sent to the second preprocessing filter stage that identifies the various sections of the report and passes only the "Findings" portion of the report text. This is performed by identification of section heading labels and use of a priori knowledge of formatting conventions. If no "Findings" section can be found, the entire report body is analyzed. The "Findings" section is used instead of the "Impressions/Conclusion/ Summary" sections because the "Impression/ Conclusion/Summary" sections ate typically more telegraphic in its explanatory style and thus often more ambiguous (assumed descriptive words ate often left out, eg, right lobe).
Also, the "Impression/Conclusion/Summary" sections of the report contain redundant information with respect to the "Findings" section. The third filter stage takes the free text of the "Findings" section of the qualified reports and parses the text into paragraphs (finding enumerations) and sentences. Each sentence is given a report address consisting of the name of the file, the section label, the paragraph number, and the sentence number. Each sentence is then collated into target specific subreports.
Each of the component subreports contain sentences that either directly of indirectly reference (via pronouns) a specific predefined target radiology finding. In our case, three types of subreports were generated: (1) masses, (2) lymphadenopathy, and (3) other. Each subreport focuses around a single central theme (eg, lung masses in projectional chest radiographs) and may have overlapping sentences with other subreports if a sentence has multiple target findings. This third preprocessing step can be described asa type of "topicological transform" (decomposition) of the original text report. The final preprocessing operation is to direct each subreport to a corresponding specialized natural language processing (NLP) agent whose topic of expertise matches the findings topic of the subreport. (For example, the mass subreport is directed to the mass NLP agent.)
To summarize the preprocessing text analysis steps, multiple subreports are created from a given report to simplify the domain scope of each subreport. This is performed to reduce the amount of ambiguities within a subreport that are common in unrestricted free text. The task beyond the preprocessing steps reduces to developing separate NLP modules for each focused topic domain.
Lexical Analysis
Development of the "mass" NLP agent involved modeling the microworld consisting of a radiologist, a radiograph, anda presented mass on the radiograph. An understanding of the concepts, nomenclature, a priori knowledge assumed within the microworld, and communicative goals were modeled and explained below. Our NLP agent assumes that given this microworld, standards for a radiologist's behavior (communication methods, sense perception, and abstract thought) are followed, lo Figure 3 illustrates the major processing steps of our NLP agents. The first step involves a lexical analysis that transforms as many words and word phrases from meaningless text strings to meaningful concepts. We used two electronic lexicons. The first is the publicly available Unified Medical Language Sources (UMLS) metathesaurus, version 1.4 developed by the National Library of Medicine. 13-15 The UMLS metathesaurus contains over 300,000 medical terms derived from multiple controlled vocabularies, including the International Classification of Diseases--9th Revision (ICD-9), American College of Radiology (ACR) codes, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), Current Procedural Terminology (CPT), and Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine (SNOMED). It serves an excellent lexical source for general medical concepts, but is deficient in its entries for radiology because of the lack of spatial, textural, density, and shape-related visual concepts? 6 The second lexical source is one that we have developed for the domain of thoracic radiology. It supplements the UMLS metathesaurus in the following areas: (1) radiology findings related to chest pathology, (2) thoracic anatomy, (3) spatial, compositional, and temporal concept descriptors, and (4) lead-in and lead-out phrases to findings, anatomy, and pathology. The UCLA Thoracic Radiology Lexicon was constructed by: (1) identifying the terms and common phrases to be included in the Lexicon (glossary construction) and (2) organizing these entries into a hierarchy of related concepts (thesaurus construction).
Words and word phrases included in the Lexicon were gathered from two distinct sources. The first was from published sources including the indices of thoracic radiology textbooks] 7,~8 radiology review manuals, ~9 radiology word compilations, 2o and published thoracic radiology glossaries. 21, 22 The terms from these published sources ensure the generality of the concepts covered by the Lexicon. However, it does not include all the string representations for these concepts. The second source of terms to include in the Lexicon must come from actual dictated thoracic radiology reports from different radiologists. The collection of words and word phrases from actual reports insures that the system works at a practical level and that most of the string representations for the basic concepts related to the target findings are included. For example, the concept "well-defined"--a border attribute for a mass--has over 40 string representations (eg, well-circumscribed, well-demarcated, well-marginated, sharply defined, etc). The glossary step of the development of the Lexicon connects all lexical variants, abbreviations, and synonymous phrases to their common concept identification. Figure 4 shows the structure of the UCLA Thoracic Glossary. Its structure is similar to the structure of Meta-l. 4 by a number of string" level representations. Currently, the lexicon contains over 4,000 entries (both single-and muitiple-word phrases). Each word or word phrase in the lexicon naturaily falls into distinct conceptual classes (ie, semantic classes). The classification of words and word phrases was determined by reviewing the classification schemes proposed by other working groups in medical natural language processing 8,'2 and through analysis by our own radiologists. UMLS contains some 134 different semantic types to cover all of medicine. Sager et al s defined 31 semantic categories. We currently have 101 concept categories modeled asa semantic network to cover the encountered terms within our domain.
Pattern Analysis and Frame Construction
The second step in processing radiology free text involved understanding the relationship between the concepts being described within a sentence. The initial lexical analysis step provides either grammatic or semantic labels of the identified words or word phrases. In the second step, words and word phrases were progressively arranged into bigger related blocks. The aggregation of terms was based on proximity, conceptual dependencies, and syntactic and semantic patterns. ]2.24 Radiology syntactic and semantic pattern templates were stored in a knowledge base and used to interpret the most frequently encountered sentence structures. This radiology grammar was modeled within the knowledge base by an extensible object-oriented system of states and connected processes. This state-based system is similar although more powerful than a finite-state automata processor. 25.26 For each syntactic/semantic unit, a state change takes place followed by a process that may extract and link the unit to other units, add the unit to an existing frame (see below) or pass the unit on for further processing. Figure 5 illustrates this linking process with a simple example.
The third step in processing radiology free text is to create a formal data model for each target finding instance. For each radiology finding, a knowledge frame is maintained that models the possible attributes and possible values associated with the finding. Rules for instantiating and populating findings frames were developed based on proximity of attributes to central findings and conceptual dependency rules. A description of the use of frames in radiology text analysis can be found in Haug et al. ~~ Thus far, we have modeled attributes of masses (see Fig 6) , and involved lymph nodes (lymphadenopathy). The completed frames were
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iiiii::~: ...... Knowledge frame and slots for the radiology finding "mass/~ then used to create the document index managed by a relational data base management system (Sybase; Sybase Inc, Emeryville, CA).
THREE-LEVEL DATA MODEL
An important component of any conceptbased retrieval system is the overall data model used to abstract and infer knowledge about objects of interest within the data base. Our prototype system uses a three-level model (Fig  7) . The first level is the Image Stack Level that stores the raw image data within our PACS. The images are organized in a dynamic stacked iogical data structure. 27
The second level, the Semantic Object Description Level, provides a formalized description of the important findings in the images stored in the Image Stack Level. These descriptions are derived from the text analysis steps of corresponding radiology reports as described above. This level models finding instances. That is, each radiology report will result in a data model dependent on the findings of the radiograph under examination. An object-oriented semantic data model approach is used to model these finding instance descriptions. 28
The top level of our data model, the Knowledge Representation Level, models medicai concepts at the class (generic level) as opposed to the instance level. This level functionally captures the thesaurus information within our lexicon where relationships between conceptually dependent entries within the lexicon are identi¡ These relationships are needed by the NLP agents and query processing system (see below) to infer additionai information about a given concept (eg, right iower lobe of the lung, is part of the right lung, which is part of the thorax). The system currently uses tradi- tional object-oriented data modeling constructs including: (1) "Is-a" relationships: This construct builds generalization/specialization hierarchies that relate an object type to more generic types. Subclasses inherit characteristics of their parent superclasses. For example, the histologic classification of lung cancer is modeled with this construct (small cell carcinoma "Is-a" type of malignant epithelial cancer). (2) "Part-of" relationships: This construct builds aggregation hierarchies that modei the composition of a complex object into its constituent parts. These constructs are useful for describing anatomy and complex features (eg, nodule appearance is described collectively as a function of brightness, uniformity, texture, shape, etc). More advanced temporal, evolutionary, and spatial data modeling constructs are aiso being developed. 2s
SYSTEM OPERATION
To test the operation of our system, we compiled a test bed of cases from lung cancer patients seen at the UCLA Boyer Clinic. We located 30 patients with confirmed lung cancers. For these 30 patients, we retricved 153 pathology reports and 178 thoracic radiology reports with references to our target findings of"masses" or "abnormal lymph nodes." AII pathology, medical, admissions, and laboratory reports and CT and computed radiography images tbr these patients were retrieved using our integrated HIS/RIS/PACS interface. ¦
Query Formulation
The user interface and query processing layers allow users to con~truct research queries and browse the information system. The interface is concerned with the expressibility of English-like queries into a formal query ianguage. We used the PICQUERY + multimedia interface design proposed by Cardenas et al, 29 customizing its presentation for thoracic-radiology iung cancer applications. The prototype system, allows users to specify three classes of query constraints: Patient demographics, disease pathology, and radiological findings. Figure 8 shows the main menu screen.
The patient class filter allows the user to specify the demographic profile of patients whose data are to be retrieved (Fig 9) . lcons can be selected to visualize the relationship between values for a particular object attribute. For example, if the patient ethnicity icon is selected, a graphicai representation showing how different ethnic groups are related is presented asa directed graph (eg, Orientals include Chinese, Japanese, Korean, etc). A user may select general class values (eg, ethnicity = "Oriental") or specific values (eg, ethnicity = "Chinese"). Fields requiring temporal values (eg, age) can be entered using single time points (eg, 18 months), a time period (eg, from 18 months to 24 months), or a more abstract value such asa developmental phase (eg, adolescent).
The pathology class filter allows the user to further specify pathology constraints to the query. In the main menu, when the " Pathology   Fig 9. Patient demographic specification window. of Interest" icon is selected, a custom pathology specific form is presented. The iung cancer specification form is shown in Fig 10. The upper portion of this form provides the user with a hierarchical set of lists corresponding to histological classifications of lung cancers. This listing was obtained from data extracted from the ACR Index of Radiologic Diagnoses 3o and from publications on iung caneer histologic classification. 31 The histology class filter allows the investigator to be as general of as specific in qualifying the histology characteristics for the case to be retrieved. The user can be very specific (eg, oat-cell small cell carcinoma) or very general (eg, malignant epithelial tumors). Subclasses of general concepts are automatically known vŸ the thesaurus information within the lexicon. Radio buttons ate provided for the user to facilitate the specification of the cell differentiation classification for the lung tumor. Additionally, radio buttons ate provided to allow the user to specify the location of the primary tumor site and location(s) of metastatic sites. When multiple values for an attribute are allowed (eg, tumor location within left Iower lobe and right upper Iobe) the user must specify whether to perform an "OR'" or "AND" search constraint.
When the ~ Finding" icon is selected from the main menu, a selectable custom radiology findings form is presented. The specification of a radiological findings can including various attributes including: (1) Object composition concepts--gray level, texture, heterogeneity, homogeneity, CT number; (2) spatial concepts--size, shape, iocation, distance; (3) temporal concepts--changes (eg, anything new, anything resolved, size, position), direction of change (eg, growing, shrinking), and rate of change (eg, fast, slow); (4) temporal relationships (eg, process A "co-occurs with" process B); and (5) spatial relationships (eg, mass "adjacent to" aortopulmonary window). Figure 11 shows the user forms for describing lesions and involved lymph node radiographic findings within the context of lung cancer patients. The finding "lesion" has the attributes, "size," "uniformity," "density," "calci¡ pattern," "external architecture," "clinical trend" and "location." Under each of these categories are possible values from which the user can select to constrain the query search.
• The user interface to the query processing system was written in SmallTalk ObjectWorks (ParcPlace, lrvine, CA).
Query Processing
Once the user has specified the patient demographics, disease pathology, and radiology constraints for the patient case to be retrieved, a PICQUERY + table 2~ is presented in the main menu so that the user may see a summary of the entire query. The PICQUERY + table consists of five columns including the foliowing: ( 1 ) the name of an object attribute (eg, "Lesion Size"), (2) the relational correlator (eg, "greater than'), (3) the attribute value (eg, "'3 cm"), (4) the Iogicai operator (eg, AND, OR), which allows construction of compound complex predicates, and (5) the predicate group identification number that is needed for the definition of parenthesized clauses in complex predicates (see ref 29 for further details). If the table summary is acceptable, the user selects the "FIND'" button on the Main Menu to launch the query. The PICQUERY + table is written to a UNIX file and the query processing routine is spawned to locate candidate cases within the index that match the query predicate conditions.
The query processing program is written in the C programming language and uses the Sybase DB-Library C-in.terface routines to access the UCLA Lexicon. The query processing begins by parsing the input PICQUERY + table predicate by predicate and constructing a structured query language (SQL) command to query the index table populated by the textanalysis step.
In the cases of pathology and radiology finding predicates, the system substitutes the attribute value provided by the user with a unique concept identification (ID) number stored within the lexicon. Using this concept ID number, all synonymous terms, lexical variations, and subclass concepts for the given concept can be identified using the UCLA Thoracic Lexicon. The assignment of concept IDs within the lexicon follows a structured approach based on an outline classi¡ paradigm. This convention is the key to fast location of subclass concepts. As an example, the concept "malignant epithelial tumor" has a concept ID in the pathology section of the lexicon of 01.01.04.00.00. A subclass of this concept, "small cell carcinoma" is assigned the concept ID 01.01.04.01.00. A subclass of small cell carcinoma, "oat-cell carcinoma" is assigned the concept ID 01.01.04.01.01. Using this hierarchical coding convention, the zero-truncated portion of the concept ID defines a node within a concept abstraction hierarchy (eg, 01.01.04 is the truncated ID string for the concept "malignant epithelial tumor"). The "Like" quali¡ in the SQL language is then used to search for all instances of cases in the data base that conceptually match the user defined concept. The result in submitting the partial SQL command "Where HISTOLOGY like '01.01.04'," results in the return of patient ID numbers that have reference to any tumor of histologic class "malignant epithelial tumor." In this way, predicates that include general values (eg, malignant epithelial tumors) return results that include all children and their children of the parent concept (eg, small cell carcinoma, oat-cell carcinoma, etc).
Presentation of Results
Cases that match the query constraints are presented to the user in the form of a list of patient hospital ID numbers. The user then can selecta specific patient ID to review the system's explanation as to why this patient case is considered a match. Figure 12 shows an example explanation to a query that can be paraphrased as: lung tumor of histology "like" "non.small cell carcinoma, "AND lesion growth trend equal to "stable," AND lesion size greater than 3 cm, AND lesion primary location within the "left lower lobe of the lung." Note that the explanation system often provides values that are either synonyms and/or subclasses of the predicate values specified in the original query. Importantly, the explanation system provides the date and document referente in which the specification of the patient condition was documented.
Ir the user is satisfied with the explanation and/or is curious to view all the HIS, RIS, and PACS records for the patient, the user can select "Full Reports and Images" in the query explanation window to launch a multi-data base retrieval of all radiology, pathology, laboratory, medical reports, admission records, and select radiology images for the selected patient. 5-7 Figure 13 shows a screen dump of our HIS, RIS, PACS interfaee for viewing a single patient's medical record.
If no solutions to a query are found, then the user may wish to see a count profile of the number of case hits within the entire data base Rg 12. Explanation window for results. User selects a particular case to review the explanation es to why the petient is considered a match. Matchos can be due to the IocaUon of synonomous term referencas and subr referenr Once the explanation is reviewed, the user may launch a global HIS, RIS, PACS search using the pattengs hospital ID to coliect all relevant documents.
for each query constraint requested by the user independently. The hits to the original query represent patients who match all these constraints (ie, an AND operation). This pro¡ of the dŸ of hits within the system that match each individual predicate assists the user in determining which query constraints should be relaxed in the event that a null solution is returned.
DISCUSSION
Two methods of image indexŸ strategies are emerging in radiology. In the first approach, the information rich content of radiology reports is exploited. Here, a radiologist describes the attributes and characteristics of findings in a radiograph using a well-developed, rich semantic vocabulary. These findings are transcribed and electronically available asa free-text report. Natural language understanding programs are then used to summarize the important findings into a structured directed graph. This approach describes the content of radiology images/ reports using symbolic textural descriptions. This approach to irnage indexing is effective in queries in which a radiology researcher uses his or her everyday verbal skills in describing interesting cases to be retrieved (eg, "Find me cases that demonstrate spiculated spherical-shaped masses.").
In the second approach, image objects are described mathematically using numeric descriptors) 2-34 The indexing routine in this case starts with a contour obtained either automatically, semiautomatically, or manually using digital image analysis methods. From the contour of the image object, numeric descriptions of form, size, and composition can be derived. This type of index method is useful when searching for objects that are difficult to describe verbally (ie, "Find cases that look like this one."). The NLP approach to conteqt-based image indexing is complementary to the direct analytical image processing approach. However, because of the limited success of image analysis software in radiology, the NLP approach of radiology reports is currently a more viable means for automatically creating large image repositories that can be used for research and teaching. The NLP approach takes advantage of the very mature and highly descriptive language devel- oped in radiology to describe complex phenomenon. These descriptors are natural for a radiologist to use during the construction of case retrieval queries. One drawback of the NLP approach is that it may produce an overly abundant set of indices for a particular image.
SUMMARY
We present a prototype system that perform s automated indexing of radiology and pathology reports from lung cancer patients using natural language processing agents . The advantages of this system include the following: (1) Autom atic indexing of free-text reports. No manual indexing is required. (2) The text analysis system can be integrated almost invisibly into the standard routine of a radiology department. This provides a mechanism for maintaining thousands of abstracts for clinical reports and images to be used for research-type retrieval of cases. (3) The system includes a comprehensive lexicon and explanation system allowing concept-based matching as compared to simple string based match retrievals . (4) The lexicon and text analysis software are expandable given its simple structure. Other domains outside lung cancer can be included. (5) The system is integrated with an HIS, RIS, PACS retrieval interface.
Currently we are working on improving the system in several important areas: (1) Developing a query interface that is more pictorial and interactive, (2) modeling of temporal and evolutionary data objects," and (3) including more intelligent frame based methods of text analysis. 
